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ABSTRACT: The present work proves by both simulation and experimental work that the most common empirical formulas available
in the previous publications for the design of substrate-integrated waveguide (SIW) cavities are incorrect in most cases. Moreover,
the present work provides correct and exact design equations that are examined by both simulation and experimental work. In planar
circuit structures, rectangular waveguide and resonators are commonly integrated within a dielectric substrate to produce what is known
as SIW structures. For ease of fabrication and embedding into the dielectric substrate, the closed (solid) side walls of the rectangular
waveguides and resonators are replaced by metallic via arrays. The main concern of the present paper is to investigate the effects of such
replacement on the performance of a SIW resonator through simulation as well as experimental work. The limiting constraints on the
relative dimensions of such via arrays including the diameter of the vias and the spacing between them are numerically and experimentally
investigated to ensure proper operation of the SIW resonator regarding the radiation loss due to leakage from the openings of the resonator
side walls. The effects of the via array dimensions on the resonant frequency, radiation loss, and quality factor (Q-factor) of the resonator
are evaluated. For this purpose, two models of the rectangular resonator embedded in the dielectric substrate are designed to operate at
10GHz. The first model is an ideal box-shaped resonator of solid sidewalls whereas the other model is a conventional SIW resonator
with via-array side walls. The two types of the substrate-embedded resonators are fed through a microstrip line. The resonant frequency,
losses, andQ-factor of the two resonator models are compared to each other taking the box-shaped resonator as a reference because of its
ideal structure to evaluate the performance of the conventional SIW resonator. The two types of resonator are fabricated for comparison
through experimental measurements. The empirical design equations that are commonly available in literature to calculate the effective
dimensions of the SIW resonator are investigated by comparison with the exact simulation results and shown to be incorrect in most
cases. More accurate and reliable design equations are proposed in the present work. The results of the proposed design equations are
compared to the simulation results showing excellent accuracy and shown to be more reliable than those available in literature.

1. INTRODUCTION

The state-of-the-art wireless communication systems achieve
large capacity, high data rates, and require ease of integra-

tion of the circuits and components that have low profile, low
cost, and low loss. Substrate integrated waveguide (SIW) is
an artificial rectangular waveguide implemented in a dielectric
substrate material by connecting the top and bottom metal lay-
ers using via-holes. The guided waves and characteristic modes
are similar to the metallic rectangular waveguide [1]. SIW can
be easily integrated with microstrip circuits in the microwave
frequency range combining the advantages of waveguide struc-
tures and printed planar structures [2]. The present work fo-
cuses on the design of a SIW resonator that is a necessary com-
ponent in many SIW circuits such as resonator filters, cavity-
backed slot antennas, slot antenna arrays, and leaky-wave an-
tennas [1–9].
Over the first decade of the present century, the researchers

were interested in the formulation of accurate analytic formu-
las used as design equations for SIW components including in-
terconnects, resonators, filters, and antennas. The effective di-
mensions are the most important design parameters that require
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accurate formulas to guide the designer. Thework of [10] stated
the inequality that determines the range of the effective width
of the SIW in terms of distance between the center lines of the
via arrays forming the side walls, the diameter of the vias, and
the distance between the contiguous vias. The work of [11]
proposed an empirical formula to calculate the effective width
of the SIW from which the cutoff frequencies of the TE10 and
TE20 modes can be calculated. The work of [12] proposed a
formula to be considered as a modification of the empirical for-
mula introduced in [11]. The authors of [13] used the same
modified formulas proposed in [12] to investigate the transi-
tions between the microstrip lines and SIW interconnects. The
authors of [14] proposed an empirical formula to calculate the
effective width of the SIW resonator that was different from the
empirical formulas proposed in [11] and [12] and added a new
empirical formula to calculate the length of the SIW resonator.
The authors of [15] used the same formula proposed in [14] to
calculate the effective width of the SIW in order to find analyti-
cal equivalence between the SIW and conventional rectangular
waveguide. Also, many research studies were interested in cal-
culating the losses in the SIW structures. In [16], a method of
analysis was introduced to evaluate the complex propagation
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constant in SIW interconnects so as to calculate the attenua-
tion due to leakage from the side walls of the SIW. The authors
of [17] and [18] were interested in the investigation of the dif-
ferent types of losses in the SIW resonators and the evaluation
of the resonator Q-factor. Also, the research works of [14, 17–
20] were concerned with calculating the Q-factor of the SIW
resonators and filters. The work of [13] and [21] introduced
design procedure for the SIW interconnects with design equa-
tions for the tapered microstrip-to-SIW transitions.
The present work focuses on the design of a SIW resonator

and is concerned with introducing a design methodology that
enables the designer to arrive at the optimum design of a SIW
resonator for a specific purpose. It is shown that the most com-
mon empirical formulas available in some publications to cal-
culate the effective width and length of the SIW interconnects
and resonators and, hence, to be used as design equations as
mentioned above, are not reliable in most of the cases. The
present work proposes novel design equations and design pro-
cedure for the SIW resonators and subjects these design equa-
tions to a stringent test by comparing the results obtained by the
proposed formulas to those obtained by the CST simulator and
the experimental measurement to evaluate their accuracy.
After the introduction, the principles of the box-shaped res-

onator are presented in Section 2. The the published and pro-
posed design equations of SIW resonator are presented and dis-
cussed in Section 3. The method of feeding the box-shaped
SIW resonators with a microstrip line is described in Section 4
with presentation of the design procedure. Section 5 describes
the method of calculating theQ-factor of resonator fed with the
microstrip line. Section 6 presents the numerical results with
detailed discussions. Finally, Section 7 summarizes the con-
clusions of the present work.

2. RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE RESONATOR
Consider a rectangular waveguide filled with a dielectric mate-
rial of dielectric constant ϵr and having the internal dimensions
a and b in the x- and y-directions, respectively. The cutoff fre-
quencies of the guided modes are given by the following for-
mula [22] under the assumption that the propagation is in the
+z-direction.

fcmn =
c

2π
√
ϵr

√(mπ

a

)2

+
(nπ

b

)2

(1)

where c is the velocity of light in free space; m and n are the
mode orders in the x- and y-directions, respectively.

2.1. Resonant Frequency of the Box-Shaped Resonator
A rectangular waveguide (box-shaped) resonator (cavity) is
formed by terminating the waveguide in the longitudinal direc-
tion (+z direction) by metallic walls at its back (z = 0) and
front (z = d) ends as shown in Figure 1. For a closed waveg-
uide resonator with dimensions a, b, and d, along x, y, and z-
coordinates, respectively, the resonant frequency of the mode
order m, n, q, in the x-, y-, and z-directions, respectively, is

given by the following formula [22].
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Normally, such a waveguide cavity is box-shaped as shown in
Figure 1. If such a resonator is made of perfectly conducting
walls and lossless dielectric filler, the resonator is loss-free, and
hence, the Q-factor is theoretically infinite.

FIGURE 1. Substrate-embedded box-shaped resonator with solid walls.

If such a resonator is to be embedded in a dielectric substrate
of thickness h, the height of the waveguide will be the same
as the substrate thickness, i.e., b = h. Such a dielectric sub-
strate should be double face coated with metallic layers that
form the top and faces of the box-shaped resonator. The solid
conducting side walls can be added by special fabrication tech-
niques. For example, it can be achieved by cutting the substrate
to fit the dimensions of the box-shaped resonator and, then, to
coat the side surfaces of the dielectric substrate by metallic lay-
ers to construct the side walls of the resonator as solid metallic
surfaces. Such a method of fabrication results in a perfectly
implemented rectangular waveguide resonator that is actually
box-shaped. However, it is difficult to be applied and requires
a special technology to coat the side faces of the dielectric sub-
strate with metallic layers. Another way is to insert metallic
layers by a special mechanical technique to form the side walls
of the resonator as solid metallic faces. It should be noted that
in Section 7 of the present work, a method is described to fab-
ricate a box-shaped resonator with solid side walls on a dielec-
tric substrate of material Rogers’ RO5880 for comparison with
the conventional SIW resonator that is fabricated with via-array
side walls on the same substrate material.

2.2. Q-Factor of the Box-Shaped Resonator
The Q factor of a cavity (closed waveguide) resonator can be
used as a measure of how long the resonator will sustain free
oscillations. Theoretically, a lossless resonator will sustain free
oscillations for infinite time. On the other hand, a lossy res-
onator sustains free oscillations for a finite time duration that
depends on the amount of losses. The resonator losses are usu-
ally caused by dissipation in the dielectric material filling the
cavity of the resonator, Ohmic loss of its electrically conducting
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walls, and radiation due to leakage through any existing open-
ings in the resonator walls.
TheQ-factor (Q) of a box-shaped resonator with solid metal-

lic walls is not affected by radiation loss and, hence, can be
considered as the internal Q-factor (Qi) that is related to the
internal losses of the waveguide resonator (losses of the dielec-
tric filler and the metallic walls). The resonant mode TE101

is a first-order resonance in the direction of propagation in the
finite-length waveguide, i.e., q = 1 in (2). Therefore, at this
mode, the waveguide resonator can be considered as a half-
wavelength resonator of length L. Such a resonator has an in-
ternal Q-factor that can be obtained by the following expres-
sion [23].

Q = Qi =
π

2αL
(3)

where α is the total attenuation along the resonator due to the
losses in the conducting walls and the lossy dielectric filler, and
hence, it can be expressed as follows.

α = αd + αc (4)

where αd and αc are the attenuation constants due to the dielec-
tric filler and conducting walls, respectively.
The internal Q-factor can be expressed as follows.

1

Qi
=

1

Qd
+

1

Qc
(5)

where Qd and Qc are the Q-factors attributed to the dielectric
filler and conducting walls, respectively, and can be expressed
as follows.

Qd =
π

2αdL
(6a)

Qc =
π

2αcL
(6b)

The attenuation constants αd and αc in a rectangular waveg-
uide filled with a dielectric material can be calculated using the
following formulas [24, 25].
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where ηd =
√
µd/ϵd; µd, ϵd, and tan δ are the permeability,

permittivity, and loss tangent of the dielectric filler; fc10 is the
cutoff frequency of the TE10 mode and can calculated by (1);
f101 is the resonant frequency of the TE101 mode and can be
calculated by (2);Rs is the surface resistance of the conducting
walls and can be calculated as follows [24, 25].

Rs =

√
πµcf101

σc
(8)

where µc and σc are the permeability and conductivity of the
metallic walls material.

3. SIW WAVEGUIDE RESONATOR
When a rectangular waveguide resonator is to be embedded into
a dielectric substrate, it can be implemented using solid metal-
lic walls to form the side walls (front, back, and lateral walls) to
take the same form of a box-shaped resonator as shown in Fig-
ure 1. However, as mentioned before, this method is difficult
to be implemented as it needs special fabrication facilities. The
alternative method to implement such a resonator is to replace
the solid side walls ( ) by arrays of metallic vias as shown in Fig-
ure 2. Regarding such a method of SIW resonator fabrication,
the implementation of the via-array sidewalls is simpler than
the implementation of the solid walls due to the available con-
ventional printed-circuit-board fabrication facilities. The main
drawback of this method of implementation is the unavoidable
radiation loss associated with the periodic openings of the side
walls due to the leakage of the electromagnetic power through
the spacing between the vias.

FIGURE 2. SIW waveguide resonator embedded in a dielectric sub-
strate to form a SIW rectangular resonator with via-array side walls.

3.1. Effective Dimensions of the SIW Resonator
For a box-shaped resonator with solid side walls, Figure 1,
of internal dimensions W × h × L, the resonant frequencies
can be calculated by formula (1) using a = W , b = h, and
d = L. However, for a SIW resonator with via-array side
walls, Figure 2, to calculate the same resonant frequency for
a specific mode (m,n, q) using formula (1), the parameters a
and d should be substituted with effective values as there is no
real values that can be assigned to the width or length of the res-
onator. Thus, the following substitutions are to be performed
to calculate the resonant frequency given by formula (1).

a = Weff, b = h, d = Leff (9)

Empirical formulas to calculate the values of Weff (and, sim-
ilarly, for Leff) are supplied in many published papers such
as [11, 12, 17, 26]. These formulas are given as follows.

W = Weff +
D2

v

0.95DL
(10a)

L = Leff +
D2

v

0.95DL
(10b)
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Other formulas resulting frommodifying (9) to improve the ac-
curacy are given as follows [12, 13, 26].

W = Weff + 1.08
D2

v

DL
− 0.1

D2
v

W
(11a)

L = Leff + 1.08
D2

v

DL
− 0.1

D2
v

W
(11b)

Also, other different formulas are given in [14, 15, 26] as fol-
lows.

W =
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3.2. Q-Factor of the SIW Resonator
TheQ-factor of a rectangular resonator is affected by the losses
inside the resonator. The higher the losses in the resonator are,
the lower its Q-factor is. In addition to the Ohmic losses of
the conducting walls and the dielectric material in a SIW res-
onator with via-array side walls, the separation between the vias
may cause some leakage of the stored energy to the external re-
gion, thereby leading to reducing the Q-factor. Actually, the
Q-factor is meaningful only for low-loss cavities; the Q-factor
of a high-loss resonator does not make sense. Thus, comparing
theQ-factor of a box-shaped resonator (of solid side walls) with
that of a SIW resonator (of via-array side walls), when both are
embedded in a substrate of the same type, can give informa-
tion about the recommended via-array dimensions to keep the
Q-factor as high as possible or to realize a specific bandwidth
when the resonator is used in a filter.
As mentioned before, SIW resonator can be seen as a finite-

length waveguide with via-array terminating walls at the back
and front ends in addition to those of the lateral walls as shown
in Figure 2. Thus, the losses in such a cavity can be evaluated
by calculating the attenuation over the cavity length (in the di-
rection of propagation) and then calculating the losses as the
multiplication of the total attenuation constant by the length of
the cavity. In addition to the attenuation constant αc caused
by the Ohmic loss due to the finite conductivity of the metallic
walls and the attenuation constant αd caused by the dielectric
loss due to the non-zero conductivity of the dielectric material
filling the interior of the SIW resonator, the radiation loss ex-
ists due to electromagnetic leakage from the separation between
the vias of the side walls. Thus, the total attenuation constant,
α, in a SIW with via-array side-walls can be evaluated as fol-
lows [23].

α = αd + αc + αr (13)
where αr is the attenuation constant due to the leakage from
openings in the side walls.
Consequently, the Q-factor of the SIW resonator with via-

array side-walls can be evaluated as follows [22].

1
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where Qi and Qr are the internal and external Q-factors, re-
spectively. The internal Q-factor, Qi, can be evaluated by (5)
in the sameway as described in Subsection 2.2. The externalQ-
factor is related to the radiation loss caused by leakage through
the via-array side walls. The value of Qr is related to attenua-
tion constant αr caused by radiation as follows [22].

Qr =
π

2αrL
(15)

Thus, to evaluateQr, the attenuation constant αr should be de-
termined. Amethod is proposed in [16] to evaluate the complex
propagation constant in a SIW interconnect from which αr can
be estimated. The work of [18] presents some numerical re-
sults for the radiation loss. However, the methods of analysis
presented in both [16] and [18] do not provide direct method
for evaluating the attenuation constant αr.

4. RECTANGULAR WAVEGUIDE RESONATOR FED
WITH MICROSTRIP LINE
As mentioned above, when a rectangular waveguide resonator
is to be embedded in a double-side-coated substrate, it can be
fabricated either with solid side walls to produce a box-shaped
resonator as shown in Figure 1 or by the conventional way us-
ing arrays of metallic vias to replace the side walls as shown
in Figure 2. The fabricated SIW resonators are fed through mi-
crostrip lines as shown in Figures 3 and 4. The box-shaped
rectangular waveguide resonator shown in Figure 3 has no ra-
diation loss due to its solid walls, and therefore, it is used in
the present work as a reference to investigate the effects of the
via array side walls on the performance of the SIW resonator
shown in Figure 4.

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 3. Box-shaped rectangular resonator with solid side walls em-
bedded in a dielectric substrate. (a) 3D view. (b) Top view. (c) Bottom
view.

4.1. Box-Shaped Resonator Fed with Microstrip Line
The box-shaped resonator can be embedded in a dielectric sub-
strate and fed through a microstrip line as shown in Figure 3.
The dimensions of the cavity can be set so that this resonator
is excited in the resonant mode TE101 at the desired frequency
f101 given by (2) withm = 1, n = 0, and q = 1. At resonance,
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the resonator impedance is pure real and can be easily matched
to 50Ω. The characteristic impedance of a quarter-wavelength
microstrip line (λ/4 transformer) can be determined to realize
the required impedance matching. Thus, the width of the mi-
crostrip line, WF , can be, simply, set to match the resonator
impedance to 50Ω.
A box-shaped resonator of solid walls with the dimensions

listed in Table 1 has its first-order internal resonance (TE101)
at 10GHz. Extensive parametric studies have been performed
using the commercially available CST® simulator to arrive at
the dimensions that give f101 = 10GHz exactly. This res-
onator is taken as a reference for the comparison with the SIW
resonator of via-array side walls whose design is described in
the next subsection.

TABLE 1. Dimensions of a box-shaped resonator with solid side walls
embedded in a dielectric substrate of height h and ϵr = 2.2 to resonate
at 10GHz.

Parameter Wb Lb h WF LF

Value (mm) 16.517 12.437 1.57 3.62 19.2

4.2. SIW Resonator Fed with Microstrip Line
The SIW resonator with via-array side walls can be embed-
ded in a dielectric substrate and fed through a microstrip line
as shown in Figure 4. The dimensions of the SIW cavity are set
to excite the resonant mode TE101 in the cavity at the desired
frequency f101. In the design process, formula (2) and the SIW
design equations proposed in the present work (see Section 5)
can be used to determine the values of the dimensional param-
eters shown in Figure 4 to get f101 equal to the desired value.
The electromagnetic simulation can, then, be used for fine tun-
ing of these dimensions to realize the exact value of the desired
resonant frequency. At resonance, the resonator impedance is
pure real and can be easily matched to 50Ω. The length of the
microstrip line is 1/4λg; where λg is the guided wavelength of
the microstrip line at 10GHz.

(a) (b) (c) (d)

FIGURE 4. SIW rectangular resonator with via-array side walls embed-
ded into a dielectric substrate of height h and ϵr = 2.2. (a) 3D view.
(b) Top view. (c) Bottom view. (d) Zoom-in view.

The width of the microstrip line,WF , should be set to match
the resonator impedance to 50Ω. The SIW resonator of the

design shown in Figure 4 is to be numerically investigated in
Section 6 taking the box-shaped resonator shown in Figure 3 as
a reference for subjective (and fair) comparative performance
assessment. The effects of the dimensions of the via-array side
walls (Dv andDL) on the characteristics of the SIW cavity are
to be investigated through simulation and measurement. Fur-
thermore, the empirical formulas (9), (10), (11), and (12) are
to be examined by comparing the values of the resonant fre-
quency obtained by these empirical formulas when substituted
into formula (2) to those obtained by simulation. Also, the de-
sign Equations (13) proposed in the present work are examined
versus the published formula.
Extensive parametric study has been performed using the

commercially available CST® simulator to arrive at the dimen-
sions of the SIW resonator listed in Table 2 so as to get its first
resonance f101 = 10GHz.

5. PROPOSED DESIGN FORMULAS FOR THE EFFEC-
TIVE DIMENSIONS OF THE SIW RESONATOR
In this section, the results obtained by the empirical formu-
las (10) and (12) proposed in [11, 12] and [14, 15], respectively,
for the dependence of the resonant frequency f101 on DL and
Dv are compared to the exact results obtained by the CST® sim-
ulator. It is shown by this comparison that both the design for-
mulas (10) and (12) have inadequate accuracy to calculate the
dimensions of the SIW resonator so as to resonate at a required
frequency. The present work suggests more accurate formulas
to calculate the effective width and length of the SIW resonator.
The numerical results presented in this section show that the
formulas proposed in the present work are accurate and reliable
as design equations for the SIW resonators and interconnects.

5.1. Assessment of the Published Design Formulas of the SIW
Resonator
One of the objectives of the present work is to investigate the
validity and accuracy of the empirical formulas (10) and (12)
when used as design equations of the SIW components includ-
ing interconnects, resonators, and filters. For this purpose, the
resonant frequency, f101, of a SIW cavity with the dimensions
given in Table 2 is evaluated using the CST® simulator for
varying values of Dv and DL. On the other hand, the reso-
nant frequency, f101, is obtained by the empirical formulas (10)
and (12) proposed in [11, 12] and [14, 15], respectively. The
comparisons between the values of f101 obtained by the CST®

simulator and those obtained by the mentioned empirical for-
mulas are presented in Figure 5. It is shown that the values
of f101 obtained by the empirical formulas (10) and (12) are
either inaccurate or incorrect compared to the corresponding
exact values obtained by the CST® simulator.

5.2. Method of Construction of Accurate Design Formulas of
the SIW Resonator
It is noticed in Figure 5 that the slope of the DL-f101 curves
given by the empirical formula (10) is much lower than that of
the corresponding exact curve obtained by simulation whereas
the slope of the corresponding curve given by the empirical
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TABLE 2. Dimensions of a SIW resonator with via-array side walls embedded into a dielectric substrate of height h and ϵr = 2.2 to resonate at
10GHz.

Parameter W L h Dv DL Ws Ls WF LF

Value (mm) 16.517 12.437 1.57 0.4 1.5 18.517 14.437 3.64 17.7

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 5. Comparison between the results of simulation and empirical formulas (10) and (12) for the dependence of the resonant frequency f101 of
the SIW resonator on the separationDL between the vias for (a)Dv = 0.4mm, (b)Dv = 0.7mm, (c)Dv = 1mm.

formula (12) is much higher than that obtained by simulation.
Therefore, it may be appropriate to propose a new empirical
formula that gives aDL-f101 curve running between those ob-
tained by (10) and (12). Thus, it is suggested to construct a
new empirical formula by merging (10) and (12) using some
weighting coefficients as follows. The term on the right-hand
side of (12) is added to the second term on the right-hand side
of (10), and then, unknown weighting factors, a1, b1, c1, d1,
a2, b2, c2, and d2, are used to construct the merged empirical
formula as follows.

W = a1Weff cot−1

(
b1

DL

Weff
ln c1

DL

Dv

)
+ d1

D2
v

DL
(16a)

L = a2Leff cot−1

(
b2
DL

Leff
ln c2

DL

Dv

)
+ d2

D2
v

DL
(16b)

To evaluate the unknown eight unknown coefficients a1, b1, c1,
d1, a2, b2, c2, and d2, the particle swarm optimization (PSO) is
applied with the optimization goal of minimizing the error be-
tween the values of the resonant frequency, f101Emp

, obtained
by the constructed empirical formula and the corresponding
values, f101Sim

, obtained by the CST® simulator. Accordingly,
the cost function of the PSO algorithm can be expresses as fol-
lows.

FCost = f101Emp
− f101Sim

(17)
The application of the PSO algorithm is achieved through a
Matlab® program developed by the authors for the purpose of
calculating the optimum values of the unknown coefficients
in (16). The PSO algorithm runs iteratively to arrive at the fol-
lowing optimum values of these unknown coefficients.

a1 = a2 =
2

π
(18a)

b1 = b2 =
π

6
(18b)

c1 = c2 =
1

4
(18c)

d1 = d2 =
1

3
(18d)

By substitution from (18) into (16), the final forms of the pro-
posed empirical formulas are given by (19).

W =
2Weff

π
cot−1

(
πDL

6Weff
ln

DL

4Dv

)
+

D2
v

3DL
(19a)

L =
2Leff

π
cot−1

(
πDL

6Leff
ln

DL

4Dv

)
+

D2
v

3DL
(19b)

It is shown through the numerical investigations presented in
Section 5.3 that the proposed empirical formulas (19) are more
accurate design equations that can be used to calculate the width
and length of the SIW resonator (for a desired value of f101)
compared to those given by (10) and (12).

5.3. Investigation of the Accuracy of the Empirical Formulas for
the Effective Dimensions of the SIW Resonator
One of the aims of the present work is to investigate the valid-
ity of the empirical formulas (10) and (12) proposed in [11, 12]
and [14, 15], respectively, to be used as design equations of
the SIW components and presented in many other publications
such as [13, 17, 26]. In the meanwhile, it is required to inves-
tigate the design equations (19) proposed in the present work
for the design of the SIW resonator. For this purpose, the
curves plotted in Figure 12 are presented and compared to each
other. The horizontal-line (at 10GHz) is demonstrated as a
reference curve and represents the resonant frequency f101 of
a box-shaped resonator with the dimensions listed in Table 1.
The dimensions of the SIW resonator with via-array side walls
are set equal to the dimensions of the box-shaped resonator,
i.e., W = Wb = 16.517mm, L = Lb = 12.437mm, and
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 6. Comparison between the results of simulation and empirical formula for the dependence of the resonant frequency f101 of the SIW
resonator on the separationDL between the vias for (a)Dv = 0.4mm, (b)Dv = 0.7mm, (c)Dv = 1mm.

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 7. Dependence of the absolute errors of the resonant frequency f101 of the SIW resonator on the separation DL between the vias when the
design equations (10), (12), and (19) are used. (a)Dv = 0.4mm, (b)Dv = 0.7mm, (c)Dv = 1mm.

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 8. Dependence of the percent errors of the resonant frequency f101 of the SIW resonator on the separation DL between the vias when the
design equations (10), (12), and (19) are used. (a)Dv = 0.4mm, (b)Dv = 0.7mm, (c)Dv = 1mm.

h = 1.57mm. The curves of the resonant frequency, f101,
calculated by formula (2) by setting a = Weff, b = h, and
d = Leff after using each of (10), (12), and (19) to calculate the
values of Weff and Leff with varying DL are presented in Fig-
ure 12 for different values of Dv . To examine their accuracy,
the curves obtained by thementioned design equations are com-
pared to the corresponding curves obtained by the CST® simu-
lator. From the curves presented in Figure 6, it is found that the
effective width and length of the SIW resonator obtained from
Equations (10) and (12) are inaccurate when used to evaluate

the resonant frequency, f101, of this resonator using expres-
sion (2). Moreover, the resonant frequency obtained by (10)
is much different from that obtained by (12). It is shown that
the results obtained by the CST® simulator for the resonant fre-
quency of SIW resonator are significantly different from those
obtained by these empirical formulas or the design equations.
The dependences of the absolute and percent errors of the reso-
nant frequency f101 of the SIW resonator obtained by the design
equations (10), (12), and (19) on the separationDL between the
vias are presented in Figures 7 and 8, respectively, for differ-
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ent values of the via diameter Dv . It is shown that the design
equation (19), proposed in the present work, has the best accu-
racy and results in the minimum error of the resonant frequency
compared to the results obtained by the design equations (10)
and (12). Also, it is clear that the error of the resonant fre-
quency obtained by (10) and (12) increases with increasingDL

and decreasing Dv . On the other hand, the resonant frequency
calculated using the effective dimensions obtained by expres-
sion (19), proposed in the present work, is found to be very
close to that obtained by the CST® simulator at all the values of
Dv and DL. It is shown that the percent error of the resonant
frequency f101 obtained by the design equations (19) does not
exceed 0.3% in all the cases.
It is noticeable from the behavior of the resonant frequency

with varying the via-array dimensions,Dv andDL, thatWeff <
W and Leff < L forDL/Dv < 4 and thatWeff > W and Leff >
L for DL/Dv < 4. This will be discussed more in view of
the fringing of the field outside the cavity of the SIW resonator
with increasing the distance between the vias in Section 7.6. It
means that the ratioDL/Dv has a critical value of 4, and at this
value, the field fringes outside the SIW resonator, hence, the
radiation loss has drastic changes

6. Q-FACTOR OF SIW RESONATOR FED THROUGH
MICROSTRIP LINE
As the resonator is not a radiating element, the unique mecha-
nism to couple the power from the source to the interior of the
resonator through the microstrip line is the resonance mecha-
nism. Only at the resonant frequencies of the cavity, the re-
flection coefficient at the excitation port at the beginning of
the microstrip line shown in Figures 3 and 4 has very sharp
minima with very narrow bands. Theoretically, for a lossless
resonator, the bandwidth of impedance matching at resonance
tends to zero.
The performance of the SIW resonator excited in the reso-

nant mode TE101 can be investigated through calculating the
power transmitted into the resonator over a narrow band of
the frequencies around the resonant frequency, f101. The ra-
tio of the power absorbed into the SIW resonator (at reso-
nance) to the total input power through a quarter-wavelength
microstrip line impedance transformer that plays the role of
complete impedance matching between the resonator and the
feeding source is equal to the squared magnitude of the trans-
mission coefficient, T , and can be expressed as follows [22].

|T |2 = 1− |S11|2 (20)

where S11 is the reflection coefficient at the feeding port under
the assumption of complete impedance matching between the
resonator and feed line at the resonant frequency.
TheQ-factor of the resonator is then calculated from the fre-

quency response of |T | as follows [22, 23].

Q =
f101
∆f

(21)

where f101 is the resonant frequency of the TE101 mode, and∆f
is the half-power (|T | = −3 dB) bandwidth of the resonator at

resonance and defined as follows.

∆f = f2 − f1 (22)

where f1 and f2 are the lower and upper frequencies of the fre-
quency band within which |T | ≥ −3 dB.
Under the assumption that the SIW resonator of via-array

side walls is made of lossless material, i.e., perfectly conduct-
ing metal and ideal dielectric, the losses may be caused only by
radiation (leakage) through the openings between the vias form-
ing the sidewalls. Therefore, it is expected that the Q-factor of
the SIW resonator will be lower than that of the box-shaped res-
onator. The difference of theQ-factor between the two types of
resonator will increase with increasing the separation between
the vias. For this reason, the box-shaped resonator is used as an
ideal reference for comparative analysis of the SIW resonator.

7. NUMERICAL INVESTIGATION OF THE EFFECT OF
THE VIA-ARRAY SIDE WALLS ON THE CHARACTER-
ISTICS OF THE SIW RESONATOR
This section is concerned with the presentation of the numer-
ical results about the effects of the via-array side wall dimen-
sions on the SIW cavity resonator. These dimensions include
the diameter of the vias and the separation between them. The
numerical results are concerned with the investigation of the
validity and accuracy of closed form empirical formulas avail-
able in the literature for calculating the effective dimensions of
the SIW resonator. Also, the design equations proposed in the
present work are examined versus the published formulas, and
the results of the comparative analysis are discussed.

7.1. Effect of the Via-Array Dimensions on the Frequency Re-
sponse of the SIW Resonator
The fractional power absorbed by the SIW resonator is equal
to the square of the magnitude of the transmission coefficient
|T |2, where |T | is the magnitude of the transmission coefficient
at the feeding port of a SIW resonator and has expression (20)
in terms of the reflection coefficient magnitude, |S11|. Figure 9
presents the frequency response of |T | for a SIW resonator with
the dimensions listed in Table 2 for different values of the sep-
aration DL between the vias. It is shown that the resonant fre-
quency decreases as DL increases. Also, it is noticeable that
the bandwidth is increased, i.e., the Q-factor of the resonator
is decreased, with increasing DL. This can be attributed to the
increase of the resonator radiation loss due to electromagnetic
leakage (i.e., radiation) through the openings of the side walls
with increasing the separation between the vias. Also, it is no-
ticeable that increasing the diameter of the vias, Dv , leads to
increasing the Q-factor of the resonator due to the reduction of
the separating spaces between the vias, which reduces the radi-
ation loss.

7.2. Effect of the Via-Array Dimensions on the Resonant Fre-
quency of the SIW Resonator
To investigate the effects of the dimensions of the via-array
sidewalls of the SIW resonator on the frequency response of the
power absorbed by the resonator while being excited in the res-
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 9. Frequency response of the fractional power absorbed by a SIW resonator of lossless material for different values of the separation, DL,
between the vias. The via diameter is set to (a)Dv = 0.4mm, (b)Dv = 0.7mm, (c)Dv = 1.0mm.

FIGURE 10. Dependence of the resonant frequency of the resonance
mode TE101 for a SIW resonator of lossless material on the distance
DL between the vias for different values of the via diameter, Dv . The
curves are obtained by simulation.

FIGURE 11. Variation of the Q-factor of the resonance mode TE101 for
a SIW resonator of lossless material with varying the diameter, Dv , of
the vias and the separation,DL, between them. The SIW is fed through
a microstrip line as shown in Figure 4. The other dimensions of the
resonator are given in Table 2.

onance mode TE101, the curves presented in Figure 10 are plot-
ted. It is shown that the resonant frequency, f101, of the SIW
resonator decreases with increasing the separationDL between
the vias for different values of the via diameter, Dv . This can
be interpreted as that increasing the distance between the vias
leads to increasing the fringing of the cavity fields (as explained
later on) which has the same effect of increasing the effective
dimensions of the resonator, thereby leading to decreasing the
resonant frequency. Also, it is noticeable that increasing the
diameter of the vias, Dv , leads to increasing the resonant fre-
quency as it reduces the effective dimensions of the cavity ac-
cording to (19) and, also, due to the reduction of the separating
spaces between the vias, which limits the fringing fields.

7.3. Effect of the Via-Array Dimensions on theQ-Factor of the
SIW Resonator
To account only for radiation loss through the side walls of
a SIW resonator, it is considered that the resonator is made
of lossless materials, i.e., ideal dielectric (δd = 0) and per-
fect electric conductor (σc → ∞). Under these considera-
tions, the simulation results give the dependence of theQ-factor
(Q = Qr) on the via diameter, Dv , and the distances between
vias,DL, as shown in Figure 11. It is evident that the Q-factor
of such a resonator decreases with increasing the spacing, DL,

between the vias. It means that the electromagnetic power leak-
age from the resonator through the openings of the side walls
increases with increasingDL. Thus, to maintain theQ-factor of
the SIW resonator as high as possible, the separation between
the vias should be minimized. However, due to mechanical
constraints, the separation between the vias cannot be decreased
below a limit that reserves the mechanical robustness of the fi-
nal structure. Also, it is noticeable that the Q-factor decreases
with decreasing the diameter,Dv , of the vias for the same value
of the spacing DL.

7.4. Effect of Dielectric Losses on the Quality Factor of the SIW
Resonator
By taking the dielectric loss into consideration, the dependence
of the Q-factor of the SIW resonator of via-array side-walls
on the dielectric loss (tan δ), as obtained by simulation, is pre-
sented in Figure 12 for different values of the distance DL be-
tween the vias. It is shown that for small spacing between the
vias, the Q-factor is dominated by the dielectric loss whereas,
for large separation between the vias, and the resonator Q-
factor is dominated by the leakage loss due to the radiation from
the openings of the side-walls.
For understanding the behavior of the Q-factor of the SIW

resonator as presented in Figure 12 with varying tan δ andDL,
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 12. Variation of the Q-factor of a SIW resonator of the dimensions listed in Table 2 (except that Dv = 1.0mm) with varying (a) the loss
tangent, tan δ, of the dielectric substrate and (b) the spacing,DL, between the vias.

(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 13. Dependence of the components of the Q-factor (Qd, Qc, and Qd) on the spacing, DL, between the vias for a SIW resonator of lossy
materials and having the dimensions listed in Table 2 (withDv = 1.0mm). (a) tan δ = 0.0001. (b) tan δ = 0.0005. (c) tan δ = 0.0009.

the dependences of the components of the net Q-factor (Qd,
Qc, and Qr) on the spacing, DL, between the vias for differ-
ent values of tan δ are presented in Figure 13. The SIW res-
onator under investigation is made of lossy materials and has
the dimensions listed in Table 2 (except thatDv = 1.0mm). It
should be noted that the factors Qd and Qc are calculated us-
ing (6). The netQ-factor,Q is obtained by the CST® simulator
using the method presented in Section 5. The component of
the Q-factor related to the radiation loss, Qr, is calculated as
follows.

Qr =

(
1

Q
− 1

Qd
− 1

Qc

)−1

(23)

The dependence of the attenuation constants αd, αc, and αr

of the same resonator on the distance DL between the vias for
different values of tan δ are presented in Figure 14. It should
be noted that αd and αc are calculated using (7) whereas αr is
calculated from Qr using (20).
It is shown that, for a dielectric material of tan δ = 0.0009,

the dielectric loss is much higher than the conductor loss and
is higher than the radiation loss for all the values ofDL; there-
fore, when tan δ = 0.0009, the componentQd dominates as the
main component of the net Q-factor (Q). For a dielectric ma-
terial of tan δ = 0.0005, the dielectric loss is considerably re-
duced and becomes very close to the conductor loss, and both of
them are higher than the radiation loss forDL < 3mm. There-

fore, the components Qd and Qc dominate for DL < 3mm,
whereas Qr dominates for DL > 3mm. For a dielectric ma-
terial of tan δ = 0.0001, the dielectric loss is further reduced
and becomes much lower than the conductor loss and, hence,
Qd becomes much higher than Qc. Therefore, Qc is the dom-
inant component of the net Q-factor for DL < 3mm, whereas
the radiation loss increases with increasingDL, and hence, Qr

dominates for DL > 3mm.

7.5. Keeping the Resonant Frequency of the SIW Resonator
Fixed While Varying the Via-Array Dimensions
The monotonic decrease of the resonant frequency, f101, with
increasingDL, as shown in Figure 10, can be interpreted as that
increasing the separation between the vias has the effect of in-
creasing the effective dimensions of the SIW resonator thereby
reducing the resonant frequency of the resonator as discussed
before. To maintain the resonant frequency fixed at 10GHz
while the separation DL is being increased, the resonator di-
mensions W and L should be decreased so as to compensate
the increase of the effective resonator dimensions with increas-
ing DL. The other dimensions of the transmission line and
the substrate are kept the same as those listed in Table 2. Fig-
ure 15 presents the frequency response of the fractional power
absorbed by a SIW resonator around the TE101 resonance for
different values of the separationDL between the vias. The via
diameter is set to Dv = 0.7mm. The resonator dimensionsW
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(a) (b) (c)

FIGURE 14. Dependence of the attenuation constants (αd, αc, and αd) on the spacing, DL, between the vias for a SIW resonator of lossy materials
and having the dimensions listed in Table 2 (withDv = 1.0mm). (a) tan δ = 0.0001. (b) tan δ = 0.0005. (c) tan δ = 0.0009.

FIGURE 15. Frequency response of the fractional power absorbed by a SIW resonator of lossless material with the dimensions listed in Table 2
(except that Dv = 0.7mm) for different values of the separation DL between the vias. The dimensions W and L are changed as listed in Table 3
to maintain the resonant frequency fixed at 10GHz.

TABLE 3. Q-factor of the SIW cavities with the frequency responses presented in Figure 15 while varying the SIW resonator dimensionsW and L
to maintain the resonant frequency fixed at 10GHz.

SpacingDL
Resonator Dimensions

Q-factor
W L

2.0mm 16.51mm 12.44mm 5329
2.5mm 16.34mm 12.16mm 2869
3.0mm 16.14mm 12.06mm 1223

and L are changed as listed in Table 3 to maintain the resonant
frequency fixed at 10GHz. However, as shown in Figure 15
and Table 3, the Q-factor is decreased with increasing the sep-
arationDL due to the increase of the power leakage (radiation)
through the side walls of the SIW resonator with increasingDL.

7.6. Explanation of the Effective Dimensions of the SIW Res-
onator in View the Fringing Field

Normally, the electric field of the resonance mode TE101 of
a box-shaped resonator is completely confined inside the res-
onator cavity and is vertically oriented (i.e., it has only Ey-
component parallel to the side walls). With increasing the dis-
tance DL between the vias, the intensity of the field inside the
cavity is reduced due to the increase of the radiation loss. This

is shown by comparing the field distributions presented in Fig-
ures 16(a) and 17(a) (DL/Dv = 2) to that presented in Fig-
ures 16(b) and 17(b) (DL/Dv = 7) for Dv = 0.4mm. For
wide separation between the vias (DL = 2.8mm), when Dv

is increased, the field intensity inside the cavity of the SIW
resonator increases again as shown by the field distribution in
Figures 16(c) and 17(c) in comparison to that shown in Fig-
ures 16(b) and 17(b).
For relatively narrow separation between the vias construct-

ing the side walls of a SIW resonator (DL/Dv < 4), the electric
field is almost confined inside the side walls without fringing
and is similar to that of the box-shaped resonator as shown in
Figures 16(a) and 17(a) (DL/Dv = 2). For relatively wide
separation between the vias (DL/Dv > 4), the fields near the
via-array walls fringe outside the resonator as shown in Fig-
ures 16(b) and 17(b). It means that if the geometrical dimen-
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(a)

(b)

(c)

FIGURE 16. The electric field distribution in the vertical section of the SIW resonator near the plane of symmetry when the resonator is excited in
the resonance mode TE101 for different dimensions of the via-array walls. The resonator has the dimensions listed in Table 2 except forDv andDL.
(a)Dv = 0.4mm andDL = 0.8mm, (b)Dv = 0.4mm andDL = 2.8mm, (c)Dv = 1.0mm andDL = 2.8mm.

TABLE 4. Dimensions of the fabricated box-shaped resonator embedded in the dielectric substrate; see Figure 3.

Parameter W L h LF WF

Value (mm) 12.2 18.0 1.57 19.2 3.62

TABLE 5. Dimensions of the fabricated SIW resonator with via-array side walls; see Figure 4.

Parameter W L h Dv DL LF WF Ws Ls

Value (mm) 12.5 18.3 1.57 1.0 3.25 19.2 3.62 16.42 24.0

sions of the resonator (W , L) are being fixed while increas-
ing the ratioDL/Dv , the effective dimensions of the resonator
(Weff, Leff)will be increased to give room for the fringing field.
In other words, with increasing the ratio DL/Dv , the fring-
ing field occupies a larger area leading to effectively increase
the resonator area, and hence, Weff > W and Leff > L for
DL/Dv > 4. On the other hand, as long as there is no fringing
field (i.e., the condition DL/Dv < 4 is satisfied), the effective
dimensions are smaller than the geometrical dimensions of the
resonator (Weff < W and Leff < L).

8. FABRICATION AND EXPERIMENTAL INVESTIGA-
TION
Two prototypes of the resonator under investigation are fabri-
cated and subjected to experimental measurements. The first
prototype is for a box-shaped resonator with solid side walls.
The second prototype is for a SIW resonator with the conven-
tional via-array side walls. Both the resonators are embedded
in a dielectric substrate of the same material and thickness and
designed to resonate at the same frequency (10GHz). The pur-
pose of the experimental work is to investigate the accuracy of
the design equations (19) proposed in the present work.

8.1. Fabrication of the Resonators

The substrate material is Rogers RO5880 with ϵr = 2.2, loss
tangent tan δ = 0.0009, and height h = 1.57mm. Both of the
resonators are designed to be fed through a microstrip transmis-
sion line as explained in Section 4. The design parameters of

the two resonators are shown in Figures 3 and 4. From (2),
a box-shaped resonator of dimensions Wb = 12.2mm and
Lb = 18.0mm has a resonant frequency f101 = 10GHz. To
get the dimensions of the SIW resonator of via-array side walls
that resonates at the same frequency (10GHz), formulas (19),
proposed in the present work, can be applied by setting the ef-
fective dimensions appearing on the right-hand side to be equal
to the dimensions of the box-shaped resonator that resonates
at 10GHz. Consequently, for via diameter, Dv = 1.0mm,
and distance DL = 3.25mm between the vias, the application
of (19) withWeff = Wb = 12.2mm and Leff = Lb = 18.0mm
givesW = 12.5mm andL = 18.3mm, respectively. Thus, the
dimensions of the fabricated box-shaped and SIW resonators
are listed Tables 4 and 5, respectively.
The SIW resonator is fabricated using the conventional via-

holes to construct the four side walls of the resonator. The box-
shaped resonator is more difficult to implement as it requires
solid side walls. The procedure applied to fabricate the box-
shaped resonator with the dimensions listed in Table 4 on a di-
electric substrate of the material RO5880 as mentioned above is
illustrated in Figure 18 and can be briefly described as follows.
(i) A rectangular patch with the same external dimensions of the
resonator (Ws and Ls) is printed on the dielectric substrate us-
ing the well-known lithography technique with the feeding mi-
crostrip line as shown in Figure 18(a). (ii) The substrate is cut
to fit the dimensions of the resonator as shown in Figure 18(b).
(iii) A groove penetrating the thickness of the substrate is cut at
the lower edge of the patch as shown in Figure 18(c) on the two
sides of the microstrip line. (iv) A self-adhesive copper foil
tape, as that shown in Figure 18(d), is used to cover the side
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(a) (b)

(c)

FIGURE 17. Zoomed view of the electric field distribution in the vertical section near the via wall when the resonator is excited in the TE101 mode
for different dimensions of the via-array walls. The resonator has the dimensions listed in Table 2 except for Dv and DL. (a) Dv = 0.4mm,
DL = 0.8mm, (b)Dv = 0.4mm,DL = 2.8mm, (c)Dv = 1.0mm,DL = 2.8mm.

(a) (b)

(c) (d)

(e) (f)

FIGURE 18. Steps of adding the solid side walls to form the box-shaped resonator embedded in the dielectric substrate. (a) A rectangular patch with
the resonator dimensions is printed on the dielectric substrate. (b) The substrate is cut to fit the dimensions of the resonator. (c) A groove penetrating
the thickness of the substrate is cut at the lower edge of the patch. (d) Self-adhesive copper foil tape. (e) The side surfaces of the substrate are
covered with the copper foil tape. (f) The coaxial end-launcher to be mounted on the substrate to excite the resonator.

faces of the resonator as shown in Figure 18(e). (v) Finally,
two holes are perforated in the substrate to mount a coaxial end-
launcher, as shown in Figure 18(f), for feeding the box-shaped
resonator through the printed microstrip line.

8.2. Experimental Measurements

The fabricated box-shaped and SIW resonators are presented in
Figures 19(a) and 19(b), respectively. The resonators are sub-
jected to experimental assessment to measure the frequency re-
sponse of the reflection coefficient magnitude, |S11|, using the
vector network analyzer (VNA) N9918A so as to determine the

resonant frequency of the TE101 experimentally and to judge
the proposed formulas (19). The connections of the resonators
to the VNA are shown in Figure 18. A calibration process is ap-
plied to the VNA before the measurement using the calibration
kit 85521. The frequency responses of |S11| are, also, obtained
by the CST® simulator for comparison with the experimental
results. The measured frequency responses of |S11| are com-
pared to those obtained by simulation as shown in Figures 20(a)
and 20(b) for the box-shaped and SIW resonators, respectively,
showing good agreement. It is shown by simulation as well as
by experiment that the resonant frequency is at 10GHz with
excellent accuracy. These results prove the correctness and ac-
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(a) (b)

FIGURE 19. Fabricated prototypes of the substrate-embedded resonators (a) box-shaped resonator, and (b) SIW resonator. Both the resonators are
connected to the VNA N9918A for measurement of the reflection coefficient ate the antenna feeding port.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 20. Frequency response of the reflection coefficient magnitude, |S11|, obtained by simulation and measurement for (a) box-shaped resonator
of solid walls, and (b) SIW resonator of via-array side walls.

(a) (b)

FIGURE 21. Frequency response of the transmission coefficient magnitude, |T |, obtained by simulation andmeasurement for (a) box-shaped resonator
of solid walls, and (b) SIW resonator of via-array side walls.

TABLE 6. The resonant frequencies and the corresponding Q-factors.

Resonator Type
Simulation Measurement

f101 (GHz) Q-factor f101 (GHz) Q-factor
Box-shaped 9.988 238 9.990 230

SIW 10.001 200 10.002 193

curacy of the SIW resonator design equations (19) proposed in
the present work.
Figure 21 presents the frequency responses of the measured

transmission coefficients, |T |, obtained from |S11| at the exci-
tation ports of the two types of resonators by (20). The resonant
frequencies andQ-factors obtained by measurement and simu-
lation are listed in Table 6. The measurements are compared to

the simulation results showing good agreement in both the f101
and the Q-factor. It is shown that Q-factor of the box-shaped
resonator is higher than the SIW resonator due to the radiation
loss existing in the latter. It should be noted that theQ-factor of
the SIW cavity resonator is investigated in many recent publi-
cations such as [27–29] for its significance as important design
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TABLE 7. Comparison among the performance parameters of SIW cavity resonators proposed in some publications.

Work
Dimensions

mm×mm×mm
f101

(GHz)
Minimum
|S11| (dB)

−10 dB
Bandwidth (MHz)

Unloaded
Q-Factor

[8] 15.0× 15.0× 1.27 9.3 −20 36 880

[9] 19.0× 14.0× 0.50 10 −21 38 815

[14] 100.0× 35.0× 0.50 3.2 NA 75 308

[14] 23.3× 15.1× 0.254 10 NA 105 265
[14] 8.0× 6.0× 0.254 20 NA 63 375

[17] 3.45× 3.45× 0.79 27 NA 47 600

[20] 36.8× 36.8× 1.27 4 −20 48 575

[20] 15.4× 15.4× 1.27 10 −19 45 635

[27] 20.0× 18.0× 1.3 10 −19.5 35 1609

[Present] 16.5× 12.4× 1.57 10 −23 20 2257

parameter (of such type of resonator) when used for various ap-
plications.

9. COMPARISON WITH PUBLISHED WORK
A comparison among the performance parameters of SIW cav-
ity resonators proposed in some publications is presented in Ta-
ble 7. It is shown that the SIW resonator proposed in the present
work has the highestQ-factor and the minimum volume among
those SIW resonators with f101 = 10GHz. However, the main
disadvantage of the SIW resonator of the present work is its
thicker substrate. It should be noted that a relatively thick sub-
strate is used in the proposed SIW resonator to provide high
Q-factor.

10. CONCLUSION
The effects of the dimensions of the via-array side walls on the
resonant frequency, radiation loss, andQ-factor of the SIW res-
onator have been investigated through simulation and experi-
mental work. Two models of the rectangular resonator embed-
ded in a dielectric substrate have been designed to operate at
10GHz. The first model is an ideal box-shaped resonator of
solid side walls whereas the other model is a conventional SIW
resonator with via-array side walls. The two types of substrate-
embedded resonators are fed through a microstrip line. The res-
onant frequency, losses, andQ-factor of the two resonator mod-
els have been compared to each other taking the box-shaped res-
onator as a reference because of its ideal structure to evaluate
the performance of the conventional SIW resonator. The two
types of resonator have been fabricated for comparison through
experimental measurements. The empirical design equations
commonly available in literature to calculate the effective di-
mensions of the SIW resonator have been investigated by com-
parison with the exact simulation results and shown to be incor-
rect in most cases. More accurate and reliable design equations
have been proposed in the present work. The results of the pro-
posed design equations have been compared to the simulation
results showing excellent accuracy and beingmore reliable than
those available in literature.
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